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INTROIWCTION
An innovative three-dimensional reflection experiment
was conducted over central Alberta to study the feasibility of
the technique for crustal studies and to complement the first
stage of two-dimensional deep crustal seismic retlection prw
filing of Lithoprobe’s Phase 111Alberta Basement Transect.
The seismic acquisition, undertaken in the wmmcr of 1992.
marked the beginning of multidisciplinary
probing of the
crust beneath the Western Canada Sedimentary Basin to
study the origin of the continent (Ross et al.. IYYS) and the
influence of basement structure on the sedimentary section
above (Eaton et al., 1995).
The two-dimensional reflection data were recorded in
north-south and east-west profiles, numbered I to IO from
west to east and totalling 512.8 km. Lines I, 3, 4. 6 and 8
were north-south while the other profiles were predominantly
east-west. The lines followed the grid road system of Alberta.
crossing the basement domains as near as possible perpmdicular to strike. The three-dimensional recording was conducted
in the region of the intersection of lines 2 and 3 (Figure I ),
The use of the three-dimensional
seismic reflection
recording has been common in the petroleum industry for the
last two decades and has seen intermittent use in crustal studies for perhaps only the last five years. The method is used
extensively in the petroleum exploration industry primarily
for the precise delineation of oil and gas reservoirs (Brown,
1988). Generally, Walton (1971, 1972) gave the first, basic
‘Thedifficultiesovercomrto obtaintheresultsshowushat threes
description
of the method and French (1974) showed the
dimensiona,crustalseisn,icenperiment\cm suffer from \evera,
importance of three-dimensional recording and imaging for
pnhlems.Theseinaludcpoor datawxis, tow ic,ld. poorhwirontal
molution and*mall arealcoverage.This libt aspect.cipeciallv.did
the interpretation of seismic reflection data in arcas of con““1 dIo* “6 t” makemuchStwCt”rdsenseof theanii,yze*hor&onr.
plcx geology.
This experiment,howewr. was ruccersfd in that we wereable lo
Three-dimensional methods for crustal studies were first
recordthree-dimensionnl
rrfiectiviry from ~near
surlacrto the Mnho
and we wex able to map four CTUII~~ hmironr, incindinp the bwtum
used in wide-angle experiments. initially in limited terms
of the crust. This not only justifies the use <of rhe three-dimensional
(Milkereit et al., 1986) and then later using full threr-dimenseismic rsflcction method for cmstal stndich hut ilk0 detcnninrs the
sional
geometry and interpretation (Kanasewich et al.. 1987).
necrssxy impmvcnmns
for 1Lwe wori.,
In near-vertical incidence reflection experiments, Chiu et al.
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The three-dimcnsioniseismicretkction technique,commonin
the petroleumindustry, hasseenonly intermittent“he in CYUbtii,
studies.In 1992,Lithoprok conductedn feasibility studyto evaloatethe technicalandrcientitic viabiliry of usingthree~dimensiorm
seismicreflectionrecordingfor crust81studiesin Albena.The deep
crnrtal three-dimensional
seismicretleckm experimentwas conductedin centralAlkrla. southwestof Edmonton.The*La ~dnmc,
rlackedin,0 *~I”,* 1w “1 x ,110m bins.c”“ered 144square!4,omrteesan* had IR s recordlengths.I, wasacquiredduringrile c0”r.e of
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The recordingparameters
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A ~nx@drawhackof thesxprrimentwasthatthe Iocinionof the
rxperimenthail to hCchosenon l”gi\lical. lather than scientific.
gmunds.It wasoniy afterthecoincidentandconcumnlregionalTWOdimensionalprofileswererecordedandpmcesredrhatmoreiuitahle
targetswereidentified.Nevenhele~s.
the amountof reflectivityvi+
hk on the rhrce-di”,c”\i”“al record<W86encouragingan* co”qJar~
isonsbetweenrhc 6Wold two-dimmsionaiprofilesand the correspondingthree-dimensional
dawin-linesandcross-linesconfirmthat
WClvereilbk to recordret,cc,ionrfromtilt cm\t downto tile M”h”
t%ur majorreflectinghoriranawerechosenfor initial annlyiir.
Two rellectionsfrom the uppercrust wr wr&tivr with a set of
highly coherent,strong-amplitude,flat-lying evmth found in the
wo~dimsnaionnlrecordsilt S-7I or mvelrime.Therehorironr arc
of uncertainorigin and significance.The third horiron is from the
lowercrustwhile the fourth is at the level of drasticallydiminished
retlecrivily correspondingto the M&o. All eventswerecarefully
analyrrd by a combinedprocedureof simultancouhin-line and
cross-he picking. The resultingtraveltimcawere compiledinto
coIou~time-structure
mapsandblack-perspective
diagrams.
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Fig. 1. Mao of basementmxloaical
_ _ domainsof central Alberta.intermetedfrom potential field data, with respectto Alberta Basementseismic reflec.
tioi lines.
(19X6) performed three-dimensional inversion on crookedline seismic reflection data from Vancouver Island. Since
then, fully three-dimensional reflection experiments have
taken place as reported by Cook and Coflin (1990), Young et al.
(IYYO), Gebrande et al. (1991). Stiller (1991). Weiderhold
(1991). Manhelot et al. (1994) and Smythe et al. (1994). All
suffer to various degrees from one or more problems of limited areal extent, low fold and lack of deep reflectors.

picked more on logistical than geophysical or geological
grounds.
Data acquisition was based on using, as much as possible,
the existing field setup. The standard two-dimensional seismic reflection spread consisted of 240 receiver stations with
each receiver station made up of nine (9) Oyo 20 DX I4 Hz
geophones per 42 m in-line array. The group interval was 50
m. All geophones were buried to reduce ambient noise. The
source interval was 100 m (every two receiver stations)
resulting in a nominal 6000% CMP coverage. The spread
configuration was an asymmetric split spread 3150 m maximum receiver/source offset on the west/north short end and
a maximum 9150 m offset on the east/south long end. The
seismic source consisted of four 44 000 lb peak force, buggy
mounted vibrators which swept eight times per source point
with a 14 s linear sweep from 10 to 56 Hz. The data were
recorded on a sophisticated cable telemetry seismograph
which included diversity stacking and burst editing along
with standard band-pass and notch filtering. Correlated
record lengths were IX s with a 4 ms sampling rate.
The three-dimensional acquisition used the same line
geometry, instrumentation and recording system, except that
480 channels were used in place of the standard 240. At the
end of the west-east Line 2, atier the two-dimensional profiling was completed, the vibrators were placed on the norrhsouth Line 3, leaving the recording spread on Line 2.
“Broadside” shots were then recorded, creating an east-west
line of CMPs (Figure 2a). This method is exactly that as
described in the first three-dimensional seismic retlection
work in the petroleum industry (Walton, 1971, 1972). As the
vibrators moved northward along the line, the broadside
recording created additional lines of CMPs. The basic method

THRIIE-DIMENSIONALACUUISITION
In planning the original two-dimensional seismic reflection experiment, the north-south, east-west grid road system
of the Prairies had to be taken into account, creating at the
same time problems and opportunities. The strike of the
basement domains is northeast to southwest. It is most
appropriate to profile perpendicular to strike, but the extra
casts (involving negotiations for private land access, line
clearing, cleanup, etc.) for placing seismic lines across country was prohibitive. As well, Alberta provincial regulations
hinder seismic (especially vibrator) operations on paved
roads. Therefore, the lines had to be placed alternately on the
north-south and east-west gravel roads, making a zigzag line
thnr was ah close as possible to a perpendicular crossing of
geologic strike (Figure 1).
Besides making it unnecessary to use crooked-line geometry processing, each overlapping, linear segment was processed independently, the perpendicular elements also
allowed for innovative, inexpensive acquisition of threedimensional reflection data. This was done at what was
termed ‘three-d corners’. Our only opportunity was at the
corner created by the intersection of Lines 2 and 3 (Figure
I I. Since planning had to be long term, the location was
2
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was then improved upon by vibrating on the west-east Line 2
and recording on Line 3, after setting up the array for a new
two-dimensional profile, obtaining a set of north-south CMP
lines perpendicular to the first set. Thus, we acquired a threedimensional gtid of CMPs that could be bin stacked (Figure
2b). With the 480 channels and only 49 extra vibration points
(for only a minimal extra cost) on each perpendicular segment (the source interval was 500 m), we achieved a 49 x 49
grid of 2000% bins (250 m x 250 III), or a 121 x 121 grid of
800% bins (100 m x 100 m). in a 12 km x 12 km area (Figure
2b). The larger bins, of course, have a higher signal-to-noise
ratio, but at the same time if there is any appreciable geological
dip a certain amount of “smearing” can be expected during
summation. Smaller bins mitigate against that, at the expense
of a smaller theoretical signal-to-noise ratio.
This special experiment required VHF radio transmission
(for control of vibrators) over distances much longer than
required in the usual seismic reflection recording. During
testing the seismic contractors, Veritas Geophysical Limited
of Calgary, discovered that the vibrator sweep start triggeting
tone was not regularly received by all vibrators at maximum
vibrator/recorder distances. They solved this problem by
mounting a large telescoping mast with a 6 db gain directional antenna on the recording truck, increasing reception to
acceptable levels. With technical difficulties solved, acquisition proceeded normally.
During commercial processing both bin sizes, 250 x 250
m and 100 x 100 m, were used. The smaller bins were considered to image reflections better, despite their smaller fold,
due to the smaller spatial spread that is, dip effects were
less pronounced over a smaller area. Since the actual sites of
VPs and recording stations are identical to the regular profiles, the same refraction derived and residual static corrections could be applied to the three-dimensional data. A process of residual trim statics was also used to remove random
static variations still in the data. Random noise attenuation,
band-pass filtering and scaling, and a finite-difference migration were run after stack. The processed data volume was
about 120 cross-lines by 120 in-lines of g-fold traces.

entire 500 km of the Central Alberta Transect, there is no
sharp Moho visible on the west end of Line 2. However. on
the east side of Line 2 and the north end of Line 3. where the
three-dimensional
data volume is situated, the Moho is
clearly imaged at 14 s, shallowing almost to I3 sat the south
end of Line 3.
Between S-l s (15-20 km depth) on Line 2, there is a set
of horizontal high-amplitude arrivals of uncertain origin and
significance (Ross et al., 1995). These reflections continue
into the three-dimensional sampled area on the east end of
Line 2, but are greatly diminished on Line 3.
THREE-DIMENSIONALDATA
When we look at the three-dimensional data (Figures 4 and
5). we have to keep two things in mind. One is that the threedimensional data volume has a much lower signal-to-noise
ratio than the corresponding two-dimensional profiles as a
consequence of the difference in redundancy. We have X-fold
for the three-dimensional data as opposed to 60.fold for the
two-dimensional data. Secondly, we have only one stacked
three-dimensional trace for every four traces of the twodimensional regional lines over the same profile length, In
comparison with the regional data, date quality is sacrificed
with the lower fold, as is continuity and spatial correlation of
reflections with the lower lateral resolution.What is rather
encouraging, however, despite this, is the large amount of
reflectivity that is visible in the data volume (Figures 4, 5).
The 5-7 s retlective structure seen on the east end of Line 2,
for instance, was easily recognired and a top (labelled ‘CO’)
and bottom (lab&d ‘Cl’) of a structure has been mapped
(Dubuc, 1994). In-lines close to Line 2 show the retlrcting
event Cl with similar two-way traveltime and synformal
geomeuy as the bottom horizon of the 5-l s set evident on the
two-dimensional data. As well, there are antiformal horizons
corresponding to the top of that set. Figure 4 shows represmtativr cross-lines (north-south) and in-lines (east-west) with
these reflectors present. On these figures, picks from a certain
line xe shown as solid lines while those picks from intrrsecting perpendicular lines are presented as circles.
These two horizons were picked by first defining the
reflections in a high-reflectivity
area in the middle of the
data volume and following the retlectjon trajectories outward
along the in-lines and cross-lines. It wds found that the inlines defined the bottom horizon (,CI) much better than the
cross-lines. On the other hand, the top horizon (CO) was
much better imaged on the cross-lines. This resulted in B procedure of combined in-line and cross-linr picking.
The Moho (labelled ‘MOHO’) reflector was interprrtrd (at
about 14 s) as well as a shallower deep crustal horizon (about
13 s depth - labelled as ‘RI’) (see Figure 5). Again. compnrisons with the two-dimensional profiles (Figure 31 initially
helped identify the reflectors on the north and east edges of
the data volume. The highly retlective region at about 14 s.
followed by a transparent zone, was identified as the Moho.
Slightly dipping reflector segments at I3 s (more prominent
in three-dimensional than in the two-dimensional prot.iles)

TWO-DIMENSIONALDATA
Figure 3 shows the migrated and coherency-filtered (a
method of simplifying the reflection profiles, leaving only
the stronger reflected energy) plots of the regular, tww
dimensional Lines 2 and 3, in whose east/north intersection
corner lies the three-dimensional date set. In general, the data
quality is very good for Lines 2 and 3. Line 2, especially, is
very reflective throughout the whole section to the Moho.
This indicates that this same reflectivity might be visible in
the corresponding three-dimensional data set. However, the
data quality of the profiles does deteriorate as it enters the
region sampled by the three-dimensional experiment.
The Moho (the bottom of the crust) is interpreted to be at
12.14 s (approximately 35.45 km depth) at the base of the
zone of strong reflectivity. That is, the Moho is at a region of
abruptly diminished reflection amplitudes. In relation to the
ClEli
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shallow upper crust to the Moho. With this data we were
able to map four separate deep horizons, including the base
of the crust. This experiment very readily proved the viahility of the three-dimensional seismic reflection method for
crustal exploration. We have shown that three-dimensional
crustal reflection data can he acquired cheaply and that the
resulting crustal reflectivity can he interpreted. In addition,
we have been able to determine the important and necessary
improvements in experimental design for future work.
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